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Alpify connects users to the emergency service through their smartphone.
Alpify’s partners

Grup Basera is an Andorran leading company in geolocating solutions for emergency situations, with two main partners:

1. **Guillem Viladomat**, Alpify’s founder.

2. **Inspirit Group**, international company settled in Barcelona dedicated to technological solutions.
Alpify belongs to a business group made up of a team of over 250 people, 85% of them are engineers.

Alpify is already working in several countries such as Spain, Argentina, United States, Andorra, France.
What is Alpify?

Alpify is a security system for outdoor activities, consisting of an application and an online management panel.
Send your exact position

By clicking the emergency button
Is there no internet connection?

A message will be sent with your rescue information
What does Alpify provide to emergency services?

Alpify provides a control panel that displays the exact position of anybody in an emergency situation.
Get real-time data about Alpify users

See on the panel the position of anybody who has downloaded the application
Visualise and manage the alerts directly from the map

Receive alerts from Alpify users who are in an emergency situation
What else does Alpify do?
Communicate with all users at any time

Send messages about safety issues
Stay informed at all times

Users receive messages related to safety issues from the area they are in.
The application will provide the most important numbers in an emergency always to hand.
Alpify around the world

The goal is to become the security standard in geolocating solutions for outdoor activities worldwide.
Why Alpify?
Because a more efficient rescue can save lives

Thanks to precise positioning, Alpify saves time and resources when someone is lost or in an emergency situation.